
O Inquiry and Research
In this age of seemingly unlimited information, the ability to locate and evaluate

resources efficiently can spell the difference between success and failure—in both the

academic and the business worlds. Make use of print and nonprint information sources.

(D Finding Sources

Good research involves using the wealth of

resources available to answer your questions

and raise new questions. Knowing where to go

and how to access information can lead you to

interesting and valuable sources.

Reference Works
Reference works are print and nonprint sources

of information that provide quick access to both

general overviews and specific facts about a

subject. These include

Dictionaries-word definitions, pronunciations,

and origins

Thesauruses-lists of synonyms and antonyms

for each entry

Glossaries-collections of specialized terms,

such as those pertaining to literature, with

definitions

Encyclopedias-detailed information on

nearly every subject, arranged alphabetically

(Encyclopaedia Britannica). Specialized

encyclopedias deal with specific subjects,

such as music, economics, and science

(Encyclopedia of Economics).

Almanacs and Yearbooks-current facts and

statistics (World Almanac, Statistical Abstract of

the United States)

Atlases-maps and information about weather,

agricultural and industrial production, and

other geographical topics (National Geographic

Atlas of the World)

Specialized Reference Works-biographical

data (Who's Who, Current Biography), literary

information (Contemporary Authors, Book

Review Digest, Cyclopedia of Literary Characters,

The Oxford Companion to English Literature),

and quotations (Bartlett's Familiar Quotations)

Electronic Sources-Many of these reference

works and databases are available on CD-ROMs,

which may include text, sound, photographs,

and video. CD-ROMs can be used on a home or

library computer. You can subscribe to services

that offer access to these sources on-line.

Periodicals and Indexes
One kind of specialized reference is a periodical.

• Some periodicals, such as Atlantic Monthly

and Psychology Today, are intended for a

general audience. They are indexed in the

Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature.

• Many other periodicals, or journals, are

intended for specialized or academic

audiences. These include titles and subject

matter as diverse as American Psychologist

and Studies in Short Fiction. These are

indexed in the Humanities Index and the

Social Sciences Index. In addition, most fields

have their own indexes. For example, articles

on literature are indexed in the MLA
International Bibliography.

• Many indexes are available in print, CD-ROM,

and on-line forms.

Internet

The Internet is a vast network of computers.

News services, libraries, universities, researchers,

organizations, and government agencies use

the Internet to distribute information and to

communicate. The Internet can provide links to

library catalogs, newspapers, government sources,

and many of the reference sources described

above. The Internet includes two key features:

World Wide Web-source of information on

specific subjects and links to related topics

Electronic mail (e-mail)-communications link

to other e-mail users worldwide
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Other Resources

In addition to reference works found in the

library and over the Internet, you can get

information from the following sources:

corporate publications, lectures,

correspondence, and media such as films,

television programs, and recordings. You can

also observe directly, conduct your own

interviews, and collect data from polls or

questionnaires that you create yourself.

© Evaluating Sources^
J

Not all information is equal. You need to be a

discriminating consumer of information and

evaluate the credibility of the source, the

reliability of the specific information included,

and its value in answering your research needs.

Credibility of Sources

You must determine the credibility and

appropriateness of each source in order to write

an effective report or speech. Ask yourself the

following questions:

Is the writer an authority? A writer who has

written several books on a subject or whose

name is included in many bibliographies may

be considered an authoritative source.

Is the source reliable and unbiased? What

is the author's motivation? For example, a

defense of an industry in which the author has

a financial interest may be biased. A profile of a

writer or scientist written by a close relative

may also be biased.

WEB TIP Be especially skeptical of information

you locate on the Internet, since virtually

anyone can post anything there. Read the URL,

or Internet address. Sites sponsored by a

government agency (.gov) or an educational

institution (.edu) are generally more reliable.

Is the source up-to-date? It is important to

consult the most recent material, especially in

fields, such as medicine and technology, that

undergo constant research and development.

Some authoritative sources have withstood the

test of time, however, and should not be

overlooked.

Is the source appropriate? What audience is

the material written for? In general, look for

information directed at the educated reader.

Material geared to experts or to popular

audiences may be too technical or too

simplified and therefore not appropriate for

most research projects.

Distinguishing Fact from Opinion

As you gather information, it is important to

recognize facts and opinions. A fact can be

proven to be true or false. You could verify

the statement "Congress rejected the bill"

by checking newspapers, magazines, or the

Congressional Record. An opinion is a judgment

based on facts. The statement "Congress should

not have rejected the bill" is an opinion. To

evaluate an opinion, check for evidence

presented logically and validly to support it.

Recognizing Bias

A writer may have a particular bias. This does

not automatically make his or her point of view

unreliable. However, recognizing an author's

bias can help you evaluate a source.

Recognizing that the author of an article about

immigration is a Chinese immigrant will help

you understand that author's bias. On the other

hand, an author may have a hidden agenda

that makes him or her less than objective about

a topic. To avoid relying on information that

may be biased, check an author's background

and gather a variety of viewpoints.

r© Collecting Information

People use a variety of techniques to collect

information during the research process. Try out

several of those suggested below and decide

which ones work best for you.

Paraphrasing and Summarizing
You can adapt material from other sources by

quoting it directly or by paraphrasing or

summarizing it. A paraphrase involves restating

the information in your own words. It is often a

simpler version but not necessarily a shorter
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version. A summary involves extracting the main

ideas and supporting details and writing a

shorter version of the information.

Remember to credit the source when you

paraphrase or summarize. See the Writing

Handbook—Research Report, pp. 1373-1378.

Strategies for Paraphrasing

1. Select the portion of the article you want to record.

2. Read it carefully and think about those ideas you

find most interesting and useful to your research.

Often these will be the main ideas.

3. Retell the information in your own words.

Strategies for Summarizing

1. Read the article carefully. Determine the main ideas.

2. In your own words, write a shortened version of

these main ideas.

Avoiding Plagiarism

Plagiarism is copying someone else's ideas or

words and using them as if they were your

own. This can happen inadvertently if you are

sloppy about collecting information and

documenting your sources. Plagiarism is

intellectual stealing and can have serious

consequences.

How to Avoid Plagiarism

1. When you paraphrase or summarize, be sure

to change entirely the wording of the

original by using your own words.

2. Both in notes and on your final report,

enclose in quotation marks any material

copied directly from other sources.

3. Indicate in your final report the sources of

any ideas that are not general knowledge-

including those in the visuals—that you have

paraphrased or summarized.

4. Include a list of Works Cited with your

finished report. See the Writing Handbook-

Research Report Writing, pp. 1373-1378.

O Study Skills and Strategies
As you read an assignment for the first time, review material for a test, or search for

information for a research report, you use different methods of reading and studying.

© Skimming

When you run your eyes quickly over a text,

paying attention to overviews, headings, topic

sentences, highlighted words, and graphic

features, you are skimming.

Skimming is a good technique for previewing

material in a textbook or other source that you

must read for an assignment. It is also useful

when you are researching a self-selected topic.

Skimming a source helps you determine whether

it has pertinent information. For example,

suppose you are writing a research report on

three protagonists of Charles Dickens: Pip, Oliver

Twist, and David Copperfield. Skimming an essay

or a book on Dickens can help you quickly

determine whether any part of it deals with

your topic.

(& Scanning

To find a specific piece of information in a text,

use scanning. To scan, place a card under the

first line of a page and move it down slowly.

Look for key words and phrases that signal the

information you are looking for.

Scanning is useful in reviewing for a test or

in finding a specific piece of information for a

paper. Suppose you are looking for a discussion

of Pip's relationship with Estella for your

research report. You can scan a book chapter or

an essay, looking for the key names Pip and

Estella.
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© In-Depth Reading

When you must thoroughly understand the

material in a text, you use in-depth reading.

In-depth reading involves asking questions,

taking notes, looking for main ideas, and

drawing conclusions as you read slowly and

carefully. For example, in researching your

report on Dickens's characters, you may find an

essay on how Pip's relationship with Estella

affects his life. Since this is closely related to

your topic, you will read it in depth and take

notes. You also should use in-depth reading for

reading textbooks and literary works.

© Outlining

Outlining is an efficient way of organizing ideas

and is useful in taking notes.

Outlining helps you retain information as you

read in depth. For example, you might outline a

chapter in a history textbook, listing the main

subtopics and the ideas or details that support

them. An outline can also be useful for taking

notes for a research report or in reading a piece

of literature. The following is an example of a

topic outline, which uses short phrases, that

summarizes part of a chapter.

MAIN IDEA: Oliver Twist is compared to Pip and

David Copperfield.

I. Pip and David Copperfield

A. Independent

B. Have growing self-awareness

C. Tell own stories

II. Oliver Twist

A. Dependent on outside forces

B. Described by third-person narrator

© Identifying Main Ideas
J

To understand and remember any material you

read, identify its main idea.

In informative material, the main idea is

often stated. The thesis statement of an essay

or article and the topic sentence of each

paragraph often state the main idea. In other

material, especially literary works, the main idea

is implied. After reading the piece carefully,

analyze the important parts, such as characters

and plot. Then try to sum up in one sentence

the general point that the story makes.

Taking Notes

As you listen or read in depth, take notes to help

you understand the material. Look and listen for

key words that point to main ideas.

One way to help you summarize the main

idea and supporting details is to take notes in

modified outline form. In using a modified

outline form, you do not need to use numerals

and letters. Unlike a formal outline, a modified

outline does not require two or more points

under each heading, and headings do not need

to be grammatically parallel. Yet, like a formal

outline, a modified outline organizes a text's

main ideas and related details. The following

modified outline describes social classes in

nineteenth-century England.

House of Lords

Peerage

• Dukes
• Barons

• Viscounts

• Earls

• Marquises

Church of England clergy

• Bishops

• Archbishops

"Gentry"

• upper middle class

• Baronets

• Knights

Use abbreviations and symbols to make note

taking more efficient. Following are some

commonly used abbreviations for note taking.

w/ with re regarding

w/o without = is, equals

# number # important

&,+ and def definition

> more than Amer America

< less than tho although
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O Critical Thinking
Critical thinking includes the ability to analyze, evaluate, and synthesize ideas and

information. Critical thinking goes beyond simply understanding something. It involves

making informed judgments based on sound reasoning skills.

© Avoiding Faulty

Reasoning

When you write or speak for a persuasive

purpose, you must make sure your logic is valid.

Avoid these mistakes in reasoning, called

logical fallacies.

Overgeneralization

Conclusions reached on the basis of too

little evidence result in the fallacy called

overgeneralization. A person who saw three

cyclists riding bicycles without helmets might

conclude, "Nobody wears bicycle helmets." That

conclusion would be an overgeneralization.

Circular Reasoning
When you support an opinion by simply

repeating it in different terms, you are using

circular reasoning. For example, "Sport utility

vehicles are popular because more people buy

them than any other category of new cars." This

is an illogical statement because the second

part of the sentence simply uses different words

to restate the first part of the sentence.

Either-Or Fallacy

Assuming that a complex question has only two

possible answers is called the either-or fallacy.

"Either we raise the legal driving age or accidents

caused by teenage drivers will continue to

increase" is an example of the either-or fallacy.

The statement ignores other ways of decreasing

the automobile accident rate of teenagers.

Cause-and-Effect Fallacy

The cause-and-effect fallacy occurs when you

say that event B was caused by event A just

because event B occurred after event A. A

person might conclude that, because a city's air

quality worsened two months after a new
factory began operation, that new factory

caused the air pollution. However, this cause-

and-effect relationship would have to be

supported by more specific evidence.

—
>

® Identifying Modes of

Persuasion

Understanding persuasive techniques can help

you evaluate information, make informed

decisions, and avoid persuasive techniques

intended to deceive you. Some modes of

persuasion appeal to your various emotions.

Loaded Language
Loaded language is words or phrases chosen to

appeal to the emotions. It is often used in place

of facts to shape opinion or to evoke a positive

or negative reaction. For example, you might

feel positive about a politician who has a plan.

You might, however, feel negative about a

politician who has a scheme.

Bandwagon
Bandwagon taps into the human desire to

belong. This technique suggests that "everybody"

is doing it, or buying it, or believing it. Phrases

such as "Don't be the only one . .
." and

"Everybody is ... " signal the bandwagon appeal.

Testimonials

Testimonials offer well-known people or

satisfied customers to promote and endorse a

product or idea. This technique taps into the

appeal of celebrities or into people's need to

identify with others just like themselves.
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© Logical Thinking

Persuasive writing and speaking require good

reasoning skills. Two ways of creating logical

arguments are deductive reasoning and

inductive reasoning.

Deductive Arguments
A deductive argument begins with a

generalization, or premise, and then advances

with facts and evidence that lead to a

conclusion. The conclusion is the logical

outcome of the premise. A false premise leads

to a false conclusion; a valid premise leads to a

valid conclusion provided that the specific facts

are correct and the reasoning is correct.

Generalization

Specific fact

TT
Conclusion

Practices that harm others

should be outlawed.

Secondhand smoke has been

proven to harm others.

Cigarette smoking in public

should be outlawed.

You may use deductive reasoning when writing

a persuasive paper or speech. Your conclusion

is the thesis of your paper. Facts in your paper

supporting your premise should lead logically to

that conclusion.

Inductive Arguments
An inductive argument begins with specific

evidence that leads to a general conclusion.

Specific fact

Specific fact

Specific fact

Oliver Twist is about the hard

life of a young orphan boy.

Great Expectations is about a

poor young man who is given

money to become a gentleman.

David Copperfield is about a

young man's growth to adulthood.

One of Charles Dickens's main

themes is that of a young

person growing from innocence

to experience.

The conclusion of an inductive argument often

includes a qualifying term such as some, often,

or most. This usage helps to avoid the fallacy of

overgeneralization.

General

Conclusion

O Speaking and Listening
Good speakers and listeners do more than just talk and hear. They use specific techniques

to present their ideas effectively, and they are attentive and critical listeners.

® Giving a Speech

In school, in business, and in community life,

giving a speech is one of the most effective

ways of communicating. Whether to persuade,

to inform, or to entertain, you may often speak

before an audience.

Analyzing Audience and Purpose
In order to speak effectively, you need to know
to whom you are speaking and why you are

speaking. When preparing a speech, think about

how much knowledge and interest your

audience has in your subject. A speech has one

of two main purposes: to inform or to

persuade. A third purpose, to entertain, is often

considered closely related to these two

purposes.

A speech to inform gives the audience new

information, provides a better understanding

of information, or enables people to use

information in a new way. An informative

speech is presented in an objective way.

In a speech to persuade, a speaker tries to

change the actions or beliefs of an audience.
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Preparing and Delivering a Speech
There are four main methods of preparing and

delivering a speech:

Manuscript When you speak from manuscript,

you prepare a complete script of your speech in

advance and use it to deliver your speech.

Memory When you speak from memory, you

prepare a written text in advance and then

memorize it so you can deliver it word for word.

Impromptu When you speak impromptu, you

speak on the spur of the moment without any

special preparation.

Extemporaneous When you give an

extemporaneous speech, you research and

prepare your speech and then deliver it with the

help of notes.

Points for Effective Speech Delivery

Avoid speaking either too fast or too slow. Vary your

speaking rate depending on your material. Slow

down for difficult concepts. Speed up to convince

your audience that you are knowledgeable about

your subject.

Speak loud enough to be heard clearly, but not so

loud that your voice is overwhelming.

• Use a conversational tone.

Use a change of pitch, or inflection, to help make
your tone and meaning clear.

Let your facial expression reflect your message.

Make eye contact with as many audience members
as possible.

Use gestures to emphasize your words. Don't make
your gestures too small to be seen. On the other

hand, don't gesture too frequently or wildly.

Use good posture—not too relaxed and not too rigid.

Avoid nervous mannerisms.

© Analyzing, Evaluating

and Critiquing a Speech

Evaluating speeches helps you make informed

judgments about the ideas presented in a

speech. It also helps you learn what makes an

effective speech and delivery. Use these criteria

to help you analyze, evaluate, and critique

speeches.

CRITERIA How to Evaluate a

Persuasive Speech

• Did the speaker have a clear goal or argument?

• Did the speaker take the audience's biases into

account?

• Did the speaker support the argument with

convincing facts?

• Did the speaker use sound logic in developing the

argument?

• Did the speaker use voice, facial expression,

gestures, and posture effectively?

• Did the speaker hold the audience's interest?

CRITERIA How to Evaluate an

Informative Speech

Did the speaker have a specific, clearly focused

topic?

Did the speaker take the audience's previous

knowledge into consideration?

Did the speaker cite sources for the information?

Did the speaker communicate the information

objectively?

Did the speaker present the information in an

organized manner?

Did the speaker use visual aids effectively?

Did the speaker use voice, facial expression,

gestures, and posture effectively?
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Listeners play an active part in the communi-

cation process. A listener has a responsibility

just as a speaker does. Listening, unlike hearing,

is a learned skill.

As you listen to a public speaker, use the

following active listening strategies:

• Determine the speaker's purpose.

• Listen for the main idea of the message and

not simply the individual details.

• Anticipate the points that will be made based

on the speaker's purpose and main idea.

• Listen with an open mind, but identify faulty

logic, unsupported facts, and emotional

appeals.

Conducting Interviews

Conducting a personal interview can be an

effective way to get information.

Preparing for the Interview
• Read any articles by or about the person you

will interview. This background information will

help you get to the point during the interview.

• Prepare a list of questions. Think of more

questions than you will need. Include some

yes/no questions and some open-ended

questions. Order your questions from most

important to least important.

Participating in the Interview

• Listen interactively. Be prepared to follow up

on a response you find interesting.

• Avoid arguments. Be tactful and polite.

Following Up on the Interview

• Summarize your notes while they are still

fresh in your mind.

• Send a thank-you note to the interviewee.

O Viewing and Representing
In our media-saturated world, we are immersed in visual messages that convey ideas,

information, and attitudes. To understand and use visual representations effectively, you

need to be aware of the techniques and the range of visuals that are commonly used.

Information is communicated not only with

words but with graphic devices. A graphic

device is a visual representation of data and

ideas and the relations among them.

Reading Charts and Graphs
A chart organizes information by arranging it in

rows and columns. It is helpful in showing

complex information clearly. When interpreting

chart, first read the title. Then analyze how the

information is presented. Charts can take many
different forms. The following chart compares

two English literary eras.

A Comparison of Neoclassicism and Romanticism

Neoclassicism Romanticism

Focus on society Focus on individual

Emphasis on intellect Emphasis on emotions

Emphasis on science Emphasis on humanity

Reflected mainstream

views

Reflected radical protest

against society

Formal style Personal, natural style
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There are several different types of graphs,

visual aids that are often used to display

numerical information.

• A circle graph shows proportions of the

whole. The following circle graph shows the

kinds of plays Shakespeare wrote.

Shakespeare Plays

A line graph shows the change in data over a

period of time.

A bar graph compares amounts. The

following bar graph shows how many plays

Shakespeare wrote in each period of his

artistic development.

Shakespeare Plays

First Period Second Period Third Period Fourth Period

1590-1594 1595-1600 1601-1608 1609-1613

Interpreting Images
Speakers and writers often use visual aids to

inform or persuade their audiences. These aids

can be invaluable in helping you understand

the information being communicated. However,

you must interpret visual aids critically, as you

do written material.

• Examine photographs critically. Does the

camera angle or the background in the photo

intentionally evoke a positive or negative

response? Has the image been altered or

manipulated?

• Evaluate carefully the data presented in

charts and graphs. Some charts and graphs

may exaggerate the facts. For example, a

circle graph representing a sample of only ten

people may be misleading if the speaker

suggests that this data represents a trend.

© Evaluating Visual

Messages

When you view images, whether they are

cartoons, advertising art, photographs, or

paintings, there are certain elements to look for.

CRITERIA How to Analyze Images

Is color used realistically? Is it used to emphasize

certain objects? To evoke a specific response?

What tone is created by color and by light and

dark in the picture?

Do the background images intentionally evoke a

positive or negative response?

What is noticeable about the picture's composition,

that is, the arrangement of lines, colors, and forms?

Does the composition emphasize certain objects or

elements in the picture?

For graphs and charts, does the visual accurately

represent the data?

L

© Using Visual

Representations

Tables, graphs, diagrams, pictures, and

animations often communicate information

more effectively than words alone do.

Use visuals with written reports to illustrate

complex concepts and processes or to make a

page look more interesting. Computer

programs, CD-ROMs, and on-line services can

help you generate

• graphs that present numerical information;

• charts and tables that allow easy

comparison of information;

• logos and graphic devices that highlight

important information;

• borders and tints that signal different kinds

of information;
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clip art that adds useful pictures;

• interactive animations that illustrate difficult

concepts.

You might want to explore ways of displaying

data in more than one visual format before

deciding which will work best for you.

Making Multimedia

Presentations

A multimedia presentation is an electronically

prepared combination of text, sound, and

visuals such as photographs, videos, and

animation. Your audience reads, hears, and sees

your presentation at a computer, following

different "paths" you create to lead the user

through the information you have gathered.

Planning Presentations

To create a multimedia presentation, first choose

your topic and decide what you want to include.

Then plan how you want your user to move

through your presentation. For a multimedia

presentation on the changing faces of heroes

through the ages, you might include the

following items:

• text defining hero and discussing heroic

qualities

• taped reading from Beowulf

• taped reading from Malory's Arthurian tales

• chart comparing heroic qualities of Arthur

and a modern superhero

• video interview with a scholar on the mythic

origins of modern heroes

• video from Batman or Bond film

• photo of real-life modern hero

You can choose one of the following ways to

organize your presentation:

step by step, with only one path, or order, in

which the user can see and hear the information

a branching path that allows users to make

some choices about what they will see and

hear, and in what order

A flow chart can help you figure out the paths a

user can take through your presentation. Each

box in the flow chart that follows represents

something about heroes for the user to read, see,

or hear. The arrows on the flow chart

show the possible paths the user can follow.

beov/ulfto

batman

Text - What is a

hero? L/si of

heroic qualities

Taped reading

froM beowu/f

showing

heroism

f—

*

Video interview

on Mifth/c

origins of

Modern heroes

I ***m ilff —

i

Chart comparing

heroic qualrties

of Arthur

and a modern

superhero

Taped reading

from tAzJori/'s

work depicting

Arthur as

hero

H
Video of

batman

episode

Vhoto of

real-life hero

TECHNOLOGY TIP You can download photos,

sound, and video from Internet sources onto

your computer. This process allows you to add

to your multimedia presentation various

elements that would usually require complex

editing equipment.

Guiding Your User
Your user will need directions to follow the path

you have planned for your multimedia

presentation.

Most multimedia authoring programs allow

you to create screens that include text or audio

directions that guide the user from one part of

your presentation to the next.

If you need help creating your multimedia

presentation, ask your school's technology

adviser. You may also be able to get help from

your classmates or your software manual.
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